
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SAVANT Showcasing Circadian Lighting, Lutron LEAP Integration  
and more at the 2022 ISE Show in Barcelona      

 

HYANNIS, MASS. May 4th, 2022 — Savant®, a leader in smart home technology, will debut exciting 
smart home solutions at the 2022 ISE show in Barcelona, Spain, including the international introduction 
of Lutron LEAP integration, delivering Savant’s award-winning Daylight Mode to the worldwide market 
for the first time. 
 

Savant’s Daylight Mode is completely configurable inside the Savant Pro App and delivers dynamic 
lighting that seamlessly adjusts throughout the day.  Daylight Mode requires compatible tunable white 
fixtures, and with the introduction of Lutron LEAP integration, consumers can now personalize their 24-
hour circadian cycle and set dynamic scenes that activate lights to just the right color temperature no 
matter the time of day or night.  
 
Savant is also announcing a partnership with Black Nova. Black Nova’s Smart Design-Keypads feature a 
luxurious user experience plus exceptional quality and attention to detail. Integration with Black Nova 
coming late 2022. 
 
Attendees can register for the 2022 ISE HERE.  
 

Savant Smart Lighting Features 
Savant Daylight Mode aligns lighting schemes to match the natural circadian progression based on time-
of-day. Designed to promote healthy living, Daylight Mode debuted in North America in 2020 and is now 
available internationally. The Savant app intelligently adjusts for related factors such as geography, time 
zone and season. Beyond the scientific defaults, users can effortlessly personalize their lighting 
experience by adjusting timing, intensity, and color temperature settings to perfectly suit their daily 
habits. Users can turn on and off Daylight Mode in specific rooms of the home from within the Savant 
App, plus have keypad buttons to instantly override circadian settings for specific task lighting, 
entertainment settings and more. Savant will be demonstrating Daylight Mode plus their patented 
TrueImage user experience using Lutron LEAP integration, Lutron’s Dali drivers, and Colorbox lighting 
fixtures. 
 

Visit Savant at the 2022 ISE Booth 2R350 
In addition to the latest in lighting innovations, Savant will be demonstrating smart home solutions 
including whole-house entertainment, shades, energy monitoring, climate, security and more.  
 

CREATING BRIGHTER LIVES & A MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD  
 

PLEASE VISIT SAVANT AT THE 2022 ISE SHOW IN BARCELONA, BOOTH 2R350 
 

For more information on Savant, visit savant.com   
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About Savant: Headquartered in Massachusetts, Savant Systems, Inc., is a global leader in smart home, intelligent lighting and 
energy solutions for consumers, businesses, utility companies and more. Along with GE Lighting, a Savant company and Savant 
Power, Savant Systems, Inc. offers the most diverse portfolio of DIY and professionally installed smart products available at 
thousands of leading retail stores and through a network of authorized integrators. Engineered to customize any space, 
Savant’s innovative solutions unite all the vital pillars of any connected environment – climate, lighting, entertainment, security, 

https://registration.firabarcelona.com/?cod_prom=CVPKC7QH#/tickets/selection-list
http://www.savant.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8bm1fpoidn7pmof/AACCmVax4JQ8kQTiA9XHTw0ba?dl=0


and energy – together into a premier integrated experience controlled by intuitive award-winning software for iOS and 
Android. Learn more at savant.com.  
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